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Electronic excitations in the valence shell of Ne clusters were studied by fluorescence9

spectroscopy. The measured fluorescence excitation functions contain information about10

the nature and number of excitonic states and the mean cluster size of the produced size11

distribution. Mean cluster sizes were determined by comparing surface and bulk contribu-12

tions using a multidimensional fitting algorithm, with good agreement to commonly used13

scaling laws. The influence of different size distributions, which were not considered in14

previous investigations on homogenous noble gas cluster jets, are implemented into the15

proposed model. The present work is the first approach using fluorescence spectroscopy16

for the determination of the mean size of Ne cluster jets created by supersonic expansion.17
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I. INTRODUCTION18

Clusters cover the range between molecular and condensed matter physics. For that rea-19

son, cluster size-dependent studies are an excellent way to investigate the evolution of physical20

properties1. An established method for the creation of weakly bound clusters, such as van der21

Waals clusters, is the supersonic expansion of a gas through a nozzle into vacuum2. Many param-22

eters, such as the nozzle temperature and the stagnation pressure in the gas reservoir, influence23

the mean cluster size 〈N〉 and the distribution of different cluster sizes in the resulting cluster jet1.24

Knowledge of the mean size of the created size distribution is highly desirable, as different ob-25

servable characteristics of clusters are highly size dependent1,3. A common method to estimate26

the mean size of cluster jets is the usage of scaling laws. A by now established formalism was27

introduced by Hagena et al.4–6. In this formalism the condensation parameter Γ∗, that includes the28

conditions of thermal expansion as well as an individual gas constant, the molar enthalpy at 0K, is29

introduced4,7,8. It is connected to the mean cluster size via an empirical formalism deduced from30

different experiments7–9.31

In many experiments, the connection between the expansion parameters and the condensation32

of clusters have been investigated with mass spectrometry being one of the first methods used for33

the detection of clusters10. Electron impact ionization, which is used in many mass spectrometers,34

typically triggers the fragmentation of clusters, which is a major disadvantage for the determina-35

tion of the initial mean cluster size8,11. Another method to determine the mean cluster size and36

examine their structure is high energy electron diffraction12,13. Being first applied to Ar and later37

on extended to other noble gases, the experiments already described many different character-38

istics of cluster beams2. However, to understand these characteristics sophisticated simulations39

are necessary, including the cluster structure and temperature as variables7. Other methods for40

cluster jet characterizations are scattering experiments with atoms which were used to determine41

the size distribution of large clusters and are well suited for non-destructive characterizations7,14.42

Further investigations were done using x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy15. Comparing emission43

intensities from bulk and surface sites, the mean sizes of homogeneous Ar, Kr, and Xe cluster44

jets were determined. Although correction models can be used, these experiments suffer from the45

different attenuation of electrons emitted from different sites in the cluster. Some of the mentioned46

techniques for characterizing cluster beams require considerable experimental effort, additionally47

to the purpose of the main experiment11. More detailed overviews on available characterization48
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methods are given in Ref.7,16.49

Since some experiments disclosed significant deviations from the scaling laws, further inves-50

tigations are desired9. Especially for Ne clusters, which are vastly used as prototype systems in51

cluster experiments, experimental studies on the mean cluster size are scarce4,5.52

Here, we present a complementary method for the experimental determination of the mean size53

of a Ne cluster jet using the fluorescence intensity ratio from surface and bulk sites and compare54

the results with the commonly used scaling procedure of Hagena et al.5. The proposed method55

images the created mean cluster size, which is advantageous compared to commonly used mass56

spectrometers detecting fragmented clusters. The fluorescence yield of Ne cluster jets produced for57

different expansion conditions is measured as a function of the exciting photon energy in the range58

of the lowermost excitonic excitations of the Ne valence electrons. These excitations correspond59

to the atomic 2p6 → 2p53s transitions with total angular momenta j = 3/2 and j = 1/2 labelled60

without and with prime, respectively. The transitions split into surface and bulk excitons, labelled61

S and B, and are separated in excitation energy17. Furthermore, bulk excitons split into transversal62

and longitudinal branches, labelled with T and L. A hydrogenic Wannier-Mott model can be used63

to describe the excitation energies of exciton bands in rare-gas solids and the investigated excitons64

are typically referred to as n = 1 excitons in this model, with the principal quantum number n18.65

Experiments in solid Ne reported one broad surface state at 17.15eV ( j = 1/2)18 with a width66

of 80−300meV, which is predicted by theory to consist of three or more different states between67

17.21−17.43eV19, each with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of approximately 80meV18.68

One state has a total angular momentum of j = 1/2 and two have an angular momentum of j = 3/269

each. We point out that for all predicted Ne surface excitons the transition energies and energetic70

widths are not spectrally resolved yet due to their overlap in excitation18,20. Bulk states at 17.36eV71

( j = 3/2), 17.50eV ( j = 1/2) and 17.75eV ( j = 1/2)18 have been reported, the first two being72

transversal bulk excitons and the third one a longitudinal bulk exciton. The FWHM of the bulk73

states is approximately 200meV20. Theory also predicts a longitudinal bulk state for j = 3/219,21,74

which has not yet been observed experimentally.75

The ratio between the j = 3/2 and j = 1/2 states for the n = 1 excitons is changing when going76

from atomic to solid states20,22. Starting from an atomic oscillator strength ratio of approximately77

1 : 1023, the experimentally reported solid state ratio of 1 : 122,24 and 1 : 5−1 : 1018,20 deviates78

from theory (1 : 52)21. The reported ratios between the oscillator strengths in solids are varying79

by one order of magnitude.80
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Fluorescence spectroscopy is able to directly probe the interior of clusters, whereas for exper-81

iments using photoelectron spectrometers the mean free path of bulk electrons has to be consid-82

ered. Numerous investigations have been performed on the scaling laws for homogeneous Ar and83

Kr cluster jets, but studies on Ne clusters are still rare. The present work evaluates the validity of84

the scaling laws for Ne clusters and is organized in the following way: The experimental method85

will be described in section II followed by the introduction to the proposed model in section III.86

In section IV we discuss the executed analysis procedures and the obtained results with regard to87

the number of distinguishable excitonic states and the determined mean cluster size. Section IV88

summarizes the main results of the study.89

II. EXPERIMENT90

The experiment was performed at the synchrotron radiation facility SOLEIL (Paris) in multi-91

bunch operation mode at the PLEIADES beamline25. The exciting photon energy was changed92

stepwise from 16.6eV to 18.1eV in 10−50meV steps with an exciting photon bandwidth of about93

5meV. In this energy range, the lowest Ne outer valence excitations in clusters are expected26.94

The main set-up consists of three chambers. Ne clusters were formed by supersonic expansion95

of Ne gas through a pinhole-nozzle of 32 µm diameter into the vacuum. The jet was transferred96

through a skimmer of 1.5mm diameter into the interaction chamber, where it was crossed with lin-97

early polarized monochromatic synchrotron radiation. An open-face stack of three micro-channel98

plates (MCP) similar to the one described in Ref.27 was used to detect fluorescence photons (VUV)99

with wavelengths below 120nm. The detector was placed in the detector chamber, separated from100

the interaction chamber by an aperture for differential pumping. A series of measurements was101

carried out with different expansion conditions. The nozzle temperature was varied between 34K102

and 100K and the absolute stagnation pressure between 1bar and 11bar.103

The scaling parameter Γ∗, as introduced in Ref.7, was used to predict the mean size of the104

produced jet:105

Γ
∗ =

p∗0d0.85
eq

T 2.2875
0

·Kch, (1)

with the expansion pressure p∗0 given in mbar, the equivalent nozzle diameter deq in µm, and106

the expansion temperature T0 in K. Kch is a gas specific constant with the value 185 for Ne28.107

Depending on the value of the scaling parameter, three different empiric formulas are used to108
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calculate the mean cluster size7:109

〈N〉=


a0 +a1Γ∗+a2Γ∗2 +a3Γ∗3 ; Γ∗ ≤ 350

33( Γ∗

1000)
2.35 ; 350≤ Γ∗ ≤ 1800

exp[c0 + c1ln(Γ∗)0.8] ; Γ∗ ≥ 1800

, (2)

with a0 = 2.23, a1 = 7.00 ·10−3, a2 = 8.30 ·10−5, a3 = 2.55 ·10−7, c0 =−12.83 and c1 = 3.51.110

III. MODEL111

To determine the mean size of a jet of Ne clusters produced by supersonic expansion, the signal112

intensity ratio from surface to bulk sites is used. This is achieved by measuring the fluorescence113

intensity from different sites after resonant photoexcitation directly followed by photon emission114

as a function of the exciting photon energy. Two assumptions were made: 1) As the Ne atoms115

are weakly bound by van der Waals forces, we assume that the oscillator strength of surface and116

bulk atoms is equal29. 2) Furthermore, we assume that the surface particles contribute only to the117

surface and the volume atoms only to excitations of the bulk.118

To correlate the surface to bulk signal ratio with the mean cluster size, the geometric structure119

of the clusters needs to be modeled. Photoelectron spectra of Ne in the mean cluster size range120

from 40 to 550 atoms revealed the co-existence of icosahedron-based and face-centered cubic121

(fcc) structures30. The contribution from fcc structures to the whole measured signal increases122

with increasing mean cluster size. According to theoretical studies of the total binding energy123

the icosahedral structure is favored for small clusters until a certain cluster size is reached31. For124

larger clusters the fcc structure is energetically favored. Furthermore, small XeNeN clusters are125

reported to be liquid-like up to a mean cluster size of 20032,33 and between 200 and 300 atoms126

the transition from the liquid-like to the solid structure takes place. However, another structural127

model found no evidence for a structural transition from icosahedral to fcc34. Overall, different128

structures are reported for Ne clusters of different sizes.129

Indeed other investigations for other homogenous noble gas clusters, like Ar, exist and report130

similar structures2,12,13,35,36.131

To set up a model an icosahedral structure with an fcc structure is used as these two structures132

cover the majority of the investigated mean cluster sizes. Two prominent suggested fcc structures133

are octahedrons31 and cuboctahedrons37. In the following model, the second structure together134
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with icosahedron-based structure will be used to determine the mean cluster size38,39. The usage135

of these two structures covers the range of experimentally investigated cluster sizes in the present136

work.137

The total number of particles N(k) of a single icosahedral or cuboctahedral cluster is given by138

the number of shells k ≥ 1 the icosahedron/cuboctahedron is built of40:139

N := N(k) =
10k3−15k2 +11k−3

3
= NS(k)+NB(k). (3)

The cluster can be divided into a surface with NS(k) and a bulk with NB(k) particles, the number140

of particles being proportional to the intensity of the signals from surface IS and bulk IB. The141

surface portion S(N) of the measured intensity can then be described by142

S(N) :=
IS

IS + IB
=

N(k)−N(k−1)
N(k)

. (4)

For our analysis, the continuous inverse function of N(S) is needed. Since the analytical invers143

expression of Eq. 4 is non-trivial, it is numerically approximated by144

N(S) = q1S−1 +q2S−2 +q3S−3, (5)

with q1 = 6.46 , q2 =−90.00, q3 = 90.00.145

The supersonic expansion intrinsically creates a distribution of different cluster sizes, which can146

be described by a log-normal or Gaussian distribution fw,E(N). w is the width of the distribution,147

in the following represented as full width at half maximum (FWHM), and E the expectation value,148

which is indeed the mean cluster size 〈N〉41–43. Typically, the FWHM of the size distribution varies149

between 〈N〉/29,13 and 〈N〉3,29,33,44. The measured surface ratio Sm(〈N〉) is the integrated signal150

from all S(N) weighted by the amount of clusters with specific sizes N, given by the distribution151

fw,〈N〉(N):152

Sm(〈N〉) = ∑
N

fw,〈N〉(N) ·S(N). (6)

For a monodisperse jet, N(= 〈N〉mono) can be calculated using Eq. 5.153

The experiment does not provide any information about w. However, the influence of different154

size distributions and their widths on the measured 〈N〉 can be estimated. Towards this end, we155

solve Eq. 6 numerically for 〈N〉 for values of Sm ∈ [0.1,1] and by expressing w in terms of 〈N〉.156

The resulting 〈N〉(Sm) is shown in Fig. 1 for a monodisperse jet and for jets with log-normal and157
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FIG. 1. Calculated cluster size 〈N〉 as function of the surface portion Sm according to (6) assuming three

different size distributions: monodisperse (black, solid line), log-normal with FWHM =〈N〉 (green, dotted

line), Gaussian with FWHM =〈N〉 (orange, dashed line).

Gaussian size distributions of FWHM =〈N〉. The method itself shows a high sensitivity for cluster158

sizes between 10 and 104 atoms. Beyond 104 atoms, the slope of the surface-to-bulk ratio curve is159

to steep to yield a sufficient accuracy.160

The relative deviations of the expected 〈N〉 for Gaussian and log-normal distributions of161

FWHM =〈N〉 and 〈N〉/2 from N(S) of a monodisperse jet are shown in Fig. 2.162

In the experiment the measured surface portions Sm are ranging from 0.2 to 0.9. Throughout the163

following analysis we calculate N(Sm) and subsequently use the correction for a Gaussian distri-164

bution with a FWHM of 〈N〉, as this distribution results in the best agreement between calculated165

and measured mean cluster sizes, see section IV B.166

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION167

Within this section all mean cluster sizes are calculated by the procedure described above.168

Fig. 3 shows an exemplary fluorescence yield as a function of the exciting photon energy for a169

mean cluster size of 1052 atoms. An optimized fit of the four distinct features with four Gaussian170

functions is depicted. An iterative global fitting procedure (as described in the appendix) is applied171
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FIG. 2. Relative deviation of the simulated mean cluster sizes from a monodisperse cluster jet for a Gaussian

(orange) and log-normal distribution (green) with widths of FWHM = 〈N〉 (solid) and FWHM = 〈N〉/2

(dashed).

on the full set of measurements for different cluster sizes. In Fig. 4 a) the measured fluorescence172

yield is shown for the produced mean cluster sizes, the positions of surface and bulk states are173

indicated according to Ref.18,19,22. Exemplary fitting results are shown in Fig. 4 b) for a fitting174

procedure using four different Gaussian functions, one for each state. The fitting results agree very175

well with the experimental data as can be seen in Figs. 3 and 4.176

A. Cluster size dependent trends177

As described in the introduction, four different excitonic states have been reported experimen-178

tally (three bulk and one surface states) and the spectral positions of two additional surface and179

one bulk states have been predicted by theory.180

The results of the global fit are shown in Fig. 5. Panel a) depicts the evolution of the transition181

energies with growing cluster size for the four Gaussian functions. Dashed lines indicate the182

solid state literature values for the literature assigned states: one surface state with (S′) and three183

bulk states (B), two transversal (denoted with a subletter T ) and one longitudinal (denoted with184

a subletter L). Panel b) shows the relative contribution of each Gaussian (G1 to G4) to the total185
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FIG. 3. Examplary fluorescence yield as a function of the exciting photon energy for a mean cluster size

of 1052 atoms. The solid yellow line depicts the total fit of the experimental results by the sum of four

Gaussian functions, representing four excitonic states.

FIG. 4. a) Measured fluorescence yield as function of the exciting photon energy for the complete set of

investigated mean cluster sizes, b) corresponding global fitting results (see appendix). Dashed lines indicate

the values of experimentally observed states as reported in the literature (see text for details).
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FIG. 5. Global fit results of the fluorescence yields for the investigated cluster sizes. a) Transition energies

of the four Gaussians G1 to G4 are depicted with their respective colors. Dashed lines indicate the solid

state literature values for the literature assigned states. b) Relative intensity contributions. For intensity

contribution below 0.03 the results are not displayed. The uncertainties of the fit procedure are given by the

shaded areas (see appendix for details).

fluorescence yield.186

The transition energy of G1 converges to the solid state literature value of the surface exciton187

S′18 and its relative intensity contribution decreases with increasing cluster size, as expected for a188

surface state. Analogously, the transition energy of G3 converges to the solid state literature value189

of the bulk exciton B′T
18 and its relative intensity contribution increases with increasing cluster190

size, as expected for a bulk state. Except for a slight deviation from the solid state transition191

energy, G4 can be interpreted as B′L. In contrast, G2 behaves ambigously. While its transition192

energy converges to that of the reported value for BT , its relative intensity contribution corresponds193

to a surface state. Due to the uncertainty of G2 for very small clusters a reliable interpretation in194

this size range is not reasonable. Our interpretation of G2 beeing a surface state is in agreement195

with investigations on heterogeneous clusters by Kanaev et al.45. They report only two observable196

bulk states.197

The size dependent transition energy shift of G1-G3 is in accordance to existing models43,46
198

and the opposite trend of G4 is known in literature3,47.199
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FIG. 6. Comparison of mean cluster sizes determined by the scaling laws and the procedure described above.

Mean cluster size for a Gaussian (orange, solid) and a log-normal (green, dashed) cluster size distribution.

The uncertainty region of the fit procedure is given by the shaded area.

B. Measured mean cluster sizes200

For each set of experimental conditions we calculated the mean cluster size 〈N〉 from the flu-201

orescence yield results according to the procedure described above. In Fig. 6 these cluster sizes202

are compared to the cluster sizes determined by the scaling laws7. Due to the ambiguous assign-203

ment of G2 two variants of the mean cluster size determinations were performed. Panel a) shows204

the comparison taking into account our new assignment of G2 as a surface state. In panel b) the205

literature assignment is used. For both versions log-normal (green) and Gaussian (orange) cluster206

size distributions are displayed. As the agreement within the uncertainty is undoubtly much better207

for our new assignment, we propose to reassign the state accordingly.208

V. CONCLUSION209

We used polyicosahedral and cuboctahedral structural models to determine the mean cluster210

size within a jet of condensed Ne atoms. The ratio of surface to bulk atoms was obtained from211

fluorescence excitation spectra in the range of the Ne valence excitonic states and converted to212

mean cluster sizes. The significant influence of different size distributions was quantified and213

included into the model. Our analysis of the excitation spectra revealed characteristic behavior214
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of surface and bulk excitonic states. We propose the reasignment of one bulk state into a surface215

state. Only including this reassignment, the final results show a remarkably good agreement with216

semi empirical scaling laws.217
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Appendix A: Fitting Algorithm294

The fitting algorithm uses the Python environment and is an iterative fit of multiple Gaussian295

functions to the measured excitation spectra. The number of Gaussians is defined by the number296

of assumed excitonic states.297

A single run of the iterative fit consists of the three following steps:298

1) As initialization step from the measured spectra a subset is chosen randomly and sorted in299

the order of mean cluster sizes calculated by the scaling laws (2).300

2) On the spectra subset four different optimizations are performed.301

Each of the four optimizations starts with the fitting of a spectrum with a given mean cluster302

size. After the fitting of the spectrum is finalized, the next spectrum with either higher or lower303

mean cluster size will be analyzed. The previously obtained fitting parameters are used as initial304

14



parameters for the fitting of the next spectrum. This process is performed iteratively until the305

analysis of the last spectrum is finished. The four optimizations differ in the starting spectrum’s306

mean cluster size and the optimization direction of the algorithm:307

a) starting from the smallest to the highest mean cluster size,308

b) starting from the highest to the smallest mean cluster size,309

c) starting from the average to the highest mean cluster size,310

d) starting from the average to the lowest mean cluster size.311

3) The mean cluster sizes are calculated using the fitting results from the second step and the312

spectra are reordered according to these newly obtained sizes. Now the algorithm starts at 1) for313

a second iteration using the reordered spectra. After the second iteration is finished the resulting314

parameters are used for the presented analysis.315

A subset of the measured spectra is used to obtain a variation of the fitting algorithm and the316

results. The iterative fit 1) to 3) is therefore used multiple times with different randomly chosen317

samples. As the algorithm performs several slightly different optimizations of one spectrum, it318

results in multiple parameters for each spectrum.319

To get the major trend of these parameters, the moving average is calculated over all results.320

For all parameters below the moving average of all results a separate moving average is calculated321

in the same predefined range. This separate moving average is used as lower uncertainty limit.322

The upper uncertainty limit is also analogously calculated, for all parameters above the moving323

average of all results. The upper and lower uncertainty limits are illustrated as uncertainty region324

by shaded areas.325
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